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PAIK PROBLEM-SOLVING AND METACOGNITION IN 

REMEDIAL COLLEGE MATHEMATICS 


ABSTRACT 


This paper present~ the thesis that pair problem-solving serves as an aid 
to students in developing their metacognitive skills. Flavell defines 
metacognitior 11 as knowledge and cognition about cognitive objects" ar.d as .. any
kind of monitoring" (Flavell, 19HO). The a~ility to monitor one's thoughts 
and actions is greatly facilitated through 'e pair problP.rn-solving method of 
Whimbey and Lochhead (1979). Briefly, the n1ethod calls for one student to 
listen to another student solve a problem aloud. The listener may ask 
questions so as to understand each st~p and all ~he reasonings of the solver's 
solution. Modelled after the cliniral intervie~s of Piaget, students learn 
self-monitoring skills wh"ile learniug matr concepts. Examples of verbal 
protocol~ from college freshmen illustrate the emergence of metacognition 
during clinical interviews and during pair and group problem-solving in 
class. Finally, a description of a remedial math program at a major 
university will recommend practical applications of metacognition in the 
classroom. 
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Metacogni tion 

Very b.-oadly speaking, metacognition may oe defined as knowledge about 

anything cognitive. Reflection about one's own thoughts must be viewed as an 

absolutely e~sential feature ~f human cognition generally. Anytime that a 

person realizes tnat they made a mistake they are reflecting on a prior 

thought and so engage in metacognitive thinkin~ . lDdeed, we often make 

judgements as to the thoughtful~ · ss of another person. As children, most of 

us were taught to think before we speak. As adults our ability to manage our 

livPs depends largely on our ref1ective capacities and on our wi)lingness to 

critically evaluate beliefs, events past and future, and our intentions. Most 

importantly, we are expected to learn from our mistakes.* One of the first 

researchers to elucidate and disseminate the concept ot metacognitio1 is 

Flavell who defined the term in 1976: Metacognition refers, among othe~ 

* Although the language used in this paper is current ~o within the past 
ten years the concepts may be traced far back in human history. One 
interpretation of "The Fall" in Genesis may be that the allegory of the eating 
of the fruit o40 the "Tree of Good and Evil" is an ancient testimony to early 
man's recognition that wisdom comes from self-reflection. Without reflection 
their is no sin, no shame and no ethics. The penalty inflicted on Adam and 
Eve was not simply the pain and suffering of living in the world, for animals 
also experience the discomforture of life. The point of Genesis is that what 
distinguishes humanity from the rest of creation is that we retlect o~ our 
live~ so that we know our pain, we know our suffering and we reflect on our 
thoughts and on our actions. The authors of Genesis chose to document our 
most significant metacognition, our awareness of our own mortali~y. Since 
Adam and Eve were bani shed from the Garden before eating from the "Tree of 
Life" we can only infer that they \liere mortal but did not know it until they 
ate from the "Tree of Kno ·ledge" whereupon they learn "for dust thou art, and 
unto dust shalt thou return." Only upon reflection do we come to ~now our own 
mortality. To the ancient Hebrews metacognition was not only a human 
characteristic, it was also a feature of divinity: And the Lord Sod said, 
"Behold, th~ man is become as one of us, to know good and evil " 
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things, to the active monitoring and c0nsequent regulation and 

orchestration of those processes in relation to the cognitive ObJects or 

data on wh1ch ~hey bear, usually in tne service of ~orne concrete goal or 

object. (p.232) 

The main features of this very broad definition of metacognition are the acts 

of monitoring and regulating our development and selection of cognitive 

objects. In the in7ormation processing and artificial intelligence lingo this 

ability is referred to as the "executive.~ The concrete goal of irterest is 

problem-solving which according to Brown (1978) is facilitated b) !he 

exe~utive in the following manner: 

(1) predict the system's capacity limitations; (2) be aware of its 
repetoire of heuristic routines and their appropriate domain of 
utility; l3) identify and characterize the problem at hand; (4) plan 
and schedule appro~riate problem-sclving activities; (5) monitor and 
supervise the effectiveness of those routines it calls into service; 
and (6) dynamically evaluate these operations 1n the face of success 
or failure so that termination of strategic activities can be 
strategically timed. These forms of executive decision making are 
perhaps the crux of efficient problem solving because the use of an 
appropriate piece of knowledge or routine to obtain that knowledge at 
t~e right time and in the right place is the essence of knowledge. 
(p.182) 

· 'lm 
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I woul~ add that the process of identiftiny and chdraclerizing the prob:~m 

and gen£ral1y all of these metacognitive skills occur most effectively in the 

context of discussion. The communication of ideas is a sure attempt at 

presenting a problem or concept to another but more importantly it is the 

representation of an idea to the thinker him/herself. Metaphorically, in 

or(er to see a reflection one must first be ab1e to see. Similarly, for 

someone to reflect on their thoughts trey must first make their tho~ghts 

manifest--that iss they must represent their thoughtss us~ally with words, hut 

alsc with pictures, diagrams, equations, graphs, music, art, facial and bodily 

expressions, ~tc. For most people language is the preferred and most readily 

accessible means of expression. No sooner than we begin to describe our ideas 

do we evaluate ~hem, alter or elaborate them ~nd effectively monitor o~rselves 

with a new awareness; the self-cons~ousness which ask~ questions like: Does 

my argument make sense? How can I say what I mean? Wil1 this particular 

~ethod of solution help me? Is this problem clear? ana many other such 

questions which cause us to rPflect and to analyze what we think. Even when 

the listener is passive and non-participatory the speaker will engage in 

metacogn·tive activ ~ ty that wi11 reveal and enhar1ce his own problem-so1ving 

strate9ies and understanding. This is most evident in the clinical int~rv~ews 

of developmental ccgnitive psychologists who follow that research methodology 

pioneered by Piaget. An analysis of a transcript of s~ch an interview 

illJstrates the emergence not only of metaco£ .. itive thought hut also of 

metacognitive theory in the solution of an algebra problem by an undergr·1dua:;e. 
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l~etacognition ir. the Clinical Interview 

The following transcript provides us insight into the self-monitoring 

activities of an undergraduate engineering major from an introductory computer 

prograw-ming course. A~ in most clinical interviews for cognitive research the 

interviewer iS a passive listener attempting not to influence his subje~t·s 

:hought processes but to record them wiLh as little interference as possible. 

These are not tne thoughts of a problem-solver working quietly by himself. 

Instead, this is a subject aware of the object of the interview a~d responsive 

to queries for more information. As sue~ it provides an exce1lent example of 

the types of metacognition that can surface in an on-the-sp.;t communication of 

a prcblem solution. 

l I: 	 If you couid write a program to represent that statement, uh, using 
the letters i guess -- C and E -- just rea1 the statement out loud. 

2 S: 	 Ok -- there are eight times as many people i1 Ch)na as there are in 
England, urn, the program would, urn -- so the equation (writes 6C = 

Xthen puts ar. next to it). ("lrites HC =E.) Number this one·
(Puts 2 next to HC = E and 1 next to 6C =). Ok? Urn, the same -- the 
program strJcture is exactly the same as the last one -- urn 
--(pause) (Dra~s bracket£ and writes:) Header 

Decl 
Statements 

READ 

It appz?.rs as though writin~ an equation representing the given 

relationship is a warm-up heuristic prior to actually ~riting the program. 

Even this strategy is subject to inspection and correction as the student 

changes his initial expression 6C to 8C = E. H~ continue~ with the 

realization that the problem is not well defined in that he does nat know 

which is the input and which is the output variable. 
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S: 	 There's a part of the problem that is not stated here in the sense 
that, we shou1d just realize that, if you are not given whether you 
are gonna input the number of people in England or the people in 
China, Ok, so what I would do is then write a ~rogram ~hich wou1d
deai 	 witn both. 

3 I: Well, let's just do one-- why don't we say that we will input the 
number of people in China, Ok. 

4 S: (Writes:) aEAD 	 (C) 

E = C/8.0 

WRITE (E)
STOP 
END 

5 I: Ok, and how did you know how 	 to write each of those lines? 

6 S: 	 Urn, this one [points to READ (C)] I know you have to input given the 
factor of an eighth used for the number of people in China, urn, we 
hdve to calculate E, urn (pause)-- I realize I made a mistake in the 
equation, urn - 

7 I: 	 What are you look ·ing at? 

8 S: This one is wrong, urn [points to 8C = E (Eq. 2)] -- I srould - 

Notice that the stud~r.t confidently writes a program that contains the 

correct but reversed e~uation from the the one he originally wrote. Not until 

he verbalized his solution did he become aware of his error. Further request~ 

for cognitive information from the int,;rviewer will prompt the student to 

describe his thoughts retrospectively. 

H I: 	 How can you tell it's wrong? What did you just think of there? 

9 S; 	 Well, I realized that I wrote it right in the program and it's 
different than the one I wrote up there, so that I would read, oh, 
would change it. (Pu+s an X next to 8C =E.) 

10 I: 	 Ok -- that's interesting-- what convinces you that the program is
right? 

11 S: 	 The fact that I know there's more people in China than there are in 
England and in the equation the E would end up being 8 times greater 
than the C, which is not true, Ok. [Writes E = C/8] 

12 I: in the second line of the program, what were you thinking in order 
to write the second line there, when you wrote it? (Pause) Do you
remember? 

l 
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13 S: 	 Jvst that E had to be a smaller number than C. 

The subject has identified the key qualitative understanding which made 

his solution possible--namely that there are more people in China than there 

are in England. He next affirms his qualitative und~rstanding and attempts tu 

unravel the rea~ons for his mi stai\e by fo,·mul atwg a theory as to \lhy 

"somebody would make that error." 

14 I: 	 You're pretty sure t~at's what you were thinking when you wrote it? 
Yeah? Ok. 

15 S: 	 In fact I think that this (points to 8C = E) was in my head in that 
form (points to E = C/8) and it just got written down that way - 
wrong-- I don't think I ever had it conceptually that E was bigger 
than C -- just that it got written wrong because I didn'~ even think 
about re-writing it (points to line 2 in program) -- I just :hought
of the way to write it, yeah. 

15 I: 	 So when you first read the proolem before you wrote equation 2 there, 
you immediately realiz~d there were more people ~n China? (Nods) 
But this is confusing-- a lot of people do this, that's why we're 
interested -- but when you write down 8C = E -- what do you think }OU 
are working from there, urn, when you make that error? 

16 S: 	 Hmm -- I Jon't kno\'' why somebody would make that error, urn, in terms 
of-- except that maybe, you're thinking like, urn-- you are 
conceptualizing that C is 8 times 1arger than E, urn, and so you 
associate the ~ and the C somehow in your mind pernaps, but, ok, I 
think the knowledge that C is 8 times larger thanE is like, I didn't 
have any trouble conceptualizing that, it's just getting it written 
down accurately, right. 

The student's language betrays his embarrassment at having made an error 

but as evidence in the course of the protocol he has little to be ashamed of. 

He exhibited many metacognitive skills: interpretation of the problem and the 

relationships within, selection of r.2uristics, re-examination of previous 

work, resolution uf conflicting ideas, further qualitative assessment of the 

problE:.n to check his solution, and an explanation of his error· in the form of 

a general metacognitive theory about errors ot that type (which was not unlike 

our own theories). (Clement, Lochhead, Soloway, 1980) 
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We will never know how much metacognition would have occurred had the 

studen~ not been questioned in the interview. ~erhaps he would have written 

t~e initial wrong equation and then the correct program without ever 

recognizing the descrepancy or becoming aware of his thought processes. 

However, we can be certain that his verbalization provided numerous insigh~s 

to him and to us. 

Mathematical Understanding Though Pair Problem-So~ 

I Hould like to begin this section by agreeing with Schoenfeld (1985) 1 s 

three assertations relevant to mathematical understanding: 

1) Metacognitive skills and a 11 mathematical epistemologi• are 
essential components of competent mathematical perfonnance. 

2) Most students do not develop very many metacogn1tive skills or a 
mathematical epistemology to any degree, largely because mathemat~cal 
instruction focuses almost exclusively on mastery of facts and 
procedures rather than 11 Understanding;" these are basic causes of 
students• mathematical difficulties. 

3) It is possible, although difficult to develop such skills in 
students. (in Silver, p. 361) 

As Schoenfeld correctly points cut) most students haven•t the slightest 

notion as to what mathematics is about. For almost all of our st~dents in 

remed1al math finding the 11 right formula 11 is a preconception ~lhich bord~rs on 

obsession. They have no idea how such 11 formulas .. are arrived at and consider 

most problem solutions as 11 tricks. 11 That their fanner education has 

promulgated these notions is unfortunate indeed. The only way for these 

students to d1scover mathematics is to engage in math problem solving while 

monitoring their thoughts so as to understand each step in their solution--the 

steps back as well as the steps forward. 
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The only statement with which ! tdke issue is that regarding the 

difficulty of the task of developing metacognitive skills in our students. 

The pair probl~m-solving method of Whimbey and Lochhead (1979) is developed to 

accompli~h this ta~k almost naturally provided the instructor is well tr~ined. 

The task is not fer the teacher to dev~lop the skills in our stuuents but 

rather for the students to develop metacognitive skills for themselves. 

According to the method~ of Whimbey 3nd Lochhead, the best teacher is the one 

who doesn't teach. Instead the teacher models the r0le of a cliuical 

interviewer so that the students see what is expected of them wher. they engage 

in pair problem solving. 

This type of instruction, or rather non-instruction, requires the students 

to learn to become clinical interviewers themselves. They wor~ in pairs--one 

student solves a problem while the other listens carefully asking for the 

other's thou,hts, reasoning~, and elucidations until they b0th follow clearly 

what has been said and solved. They then exchange roles and work another 

~roblem. Obviously the problems used play a crucial role in this 

ir,tercllange. They are wore! problems chosen to challenge the students without 

being too frustrating. They must be conceptual in that their solution will 

lead to an exploration of some math concept where success does not depend upon 

the application of rote a1gorithms. 

In the remedial math cour.-'? taught at the ~.liversity of Massachusetts, 

Amherst, pair problem solving is the mode of instruction. Typically tweuty 

percent of class time is allotted for the instructc~ to answer q~estions or 

lead brief discussions on some topic of the day. For the remainder of the 

class, students gather into pairs or sometimes groups of three or four to work 

on word problems aimed at conceptual understanding. One instructor and one 

undergraduate assistant circulate among the groups listening and asking 

questions but not answering them. This is a very im~ortant aspect of the 
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c.assroom; the teac'ler lii;.;:t :-:ot b2 seen as the know-it-all, the authonty, the 

repository and paymaster of truth--mathematical or otherwise. Matn 1s 

problem sJlving, and it is problem solving without clear directions, 

ready-made formulas, truth from "on high" or answers in the back of the book. 

Doing w.ath means mucking around looking for useful approaches to the problem 

testing and eva ~ uating ideas and crPating new or.es. (Lakatos, 1976) Any 

worthwhile mathematical epistemology must include an ap~re~iation for the full 

range of n:etac::>gnitive think:ng ~nvolved in the solution of problems using 

mathematics. To do ma~hematics req~ires thinking about one's thoughts, and by 

doing mathematics I mean understanding math concepts. For example, compare 

the level of understanding eviaenced in the correct so1ution to each of the 

following two problems: 

a) 3!4 of his income went towards paying for school and 1/2 of that was spent 

on tuition. What fraction of his income was spent on t~ition? 

b) 3/4 X 1/2 = ? 

While it is useful to be able to multiply two fractions, it is far more 

useful to be c.ble to solve problems like type 'a'. In fact, solving problems 

without the fraction multipl~~~tion algorithm may require an understanding of 

fractions far superior to what is required for rote multiplication. Obviously 

we'd 1 ike our studeritS to be able to do both but the discussion generated in 

the group sol•1tions of word problt.!ms of~en leads the students to recognize a 

multiplication-type problem if not to the discovery o~ the algorithm itself. 

Most importantly, the stud~nts need to develop a mathematical epistemology 

which does not depend upon ~utside authority. To this er.d the instructor must 
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be r.areful not to interfe~e in a way which may deprive the students of their 

riiscoveries. father, the instructor must aiway asK tne student to descrioe 

what the~· 'Jere thinkirv ~ ~he problem, what the problem is asking, what 

the problem states, wnat rictures or diagrams can they dr0~, what their 

partners think, etc. Both t~e student and the instructor reflect on the ideas 

suygested by the student. If the instructor can restrain him/herself from 

working the problem, the student will usually succeed, perhaps after much 

frustration. Most of our students see tr.e advantage to solving the problem 

thLmselves and fee1 compensated for their efforts with understanding. 

It is far more difficult for a ~.udent to learn metacognitive skills from 

a teac~er who shows them how to do a prohlem than from one who does not. For 

most teachers it is far more difficult to li5ten to the student and to ask 

helpful questioJs that are not so leading as to make the st~dent feel like 

they haven ,~ured the problem out themselves than to simply show-and-tell. 

We train all of our instructors to be clinical intervierJel·s and classroo.n 

managers in addition to being good problem solvers with an understa~ding and 

appr~ciation o~ the complexities of what w.ost people regard as the simplest of 

math concepts. Although we teach basic mathematics many of the probl~m~ we 

ask (and also solve) are diffic~lt ~1en for us. Monitoring our own thoug~ts, 

and each other's, bui1ds our ~etacognitive skill' and teaches us patience fo.· 

our studer.ts. 

It is also uselul to record ideas rm paper while solving a problem. We 

often requirP. our students to write their thoughts as they thi. them; then ~o 

read them and study their thought processes. We call such assignments 

"thought-process protocols", and we grade them without consideration of 

grammar or composition but mainly for thoroughness. They may be from 300 to 

600 words and include pictures, diagrams, charts, or equations. Ba~ically, 

anything goes so long as the protocol genuinely doruments their thinking. 

http:studer.ts
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While we consider such assignments usefL • there is still room for improvement 

and for more r~search into the benefits of the method. 

Conclusion 

Yhe effectiveness 0f a remedial math program rests on the ability of the 

student to formulate a better understanding of the type of thinking that 

mathematics entails. They need to develop a mathematical epistemology that 

goes beyond the rote memorization of formulas matched to sample 

problem-types. Conceptual understanding must be seen as the goal of math 

instruction. Thi~ ca~ be realized only through an a-ticulated attempt to 

solve word problems. 

The self-conscious reflection about one's own thoughts and ideas is the 

essence of metacognition. It is a necessary condition for effective problem 

solving, and it is facilitated through oral and written co®nunication of 

thinkirty as-it-happers. The clirlical r:"terviews employed in the research of 

cognitive processes is perhaps the best model of metacognitive thinking 

available. Teaching students to work ir. pairs; reasoning aloud and 

interviewing each other so as to understand the thoYght processes of the 

problem solver, is one effective ln\"''s t0 develor·.,g ~"'tocognition and 

conceptual understanding in mathematics. Instructors rnust also allow their 

students to explore and describe their own ideas and to convince themselves, 

the7r peers, and their teachers of th~ effectiveness of those ideas. 

Ultimately, the focus of instruction is on the process of gaining knowledge 

rather than on the objects of knowledge. 
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